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"This Law Could Lead to Genocide"

As I write this, I get a tweet. BradNYC wants me to know that "this Ugan-
dan anti-gay law could easily lead to genocide."' I chck the provided hnk,
which takes me to the website for CNN and the headline "Ugandan Anti-
gay Measure Will Be Law Soon, Lawmaker Says" (McKenzie 2010).
Alarming to be sure, as is the video clip one can play immediately below,
featuring the article's author, CNN's Nairobi-based correspondent David
McKenzie, interviewing the editor of a Ugandan tabloid that has pubhshed
the names, photos, and addresses of "Uganda's top 100 gays" and called for
them to be hanged. After being redirected to a short advertisement urg-
ing me to invest in Korea's free economic zones, I watch a clip of McK-
enzie interviewing Giles Muhame, introduced as the "youthful editor"
of the tabloid Rolling Stone (confusion with the venerable rock magazine
of the same name is in all hkehhood intentional). In a striking exchange,
Muhame calmly parries McKenzie's increasingly exasperated attempts to
get him to deny the worst of what he is accused of Yes, Muhame aflirms,
he did intend to gain quick pubhcity for his new venture through outing
gays. Yes, he does believe that homosexuality is immoral, criminal, and a
sickness more dangerous to the Ugandan body politic than terrorism. And
yes, he hopes that his publicity stunt will lead to the arrest and the hanging
of gays. Indeed, as Muhame calmly adopts the posture of African alter-
ity, and McKenzie performs his astonishment on behalf of those whom he
names as his "Western viewers," the confrontation devolves into a curious
short-circuit. There seems to be no characterization of his position that
McKenzie can get Muhame to disagree with except, notably, the claim that
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the Rolling Stone story has led to extralegal "mob" violence against indi-
viduals. That, Muhame hotly denies, is a fiat-out lie.

My analysis of the protean subject of discursive incommensurability
draws upon African postcolonial theory while sidestepping the tempta-
tion to resurrect an innocent African subject. Instead I look to theorists of
neoliberahsm as a global political project, and communicative capitalism
as its dominant mode of discursive production. This perspective frames
my approach to the exchange between Muhame and McKenzie and to
similar scenes in contemporary media that are staging anxieties over an
"African homophobia" cast as at once atavistic, protean, and portentously
necropolitical (Mbembe 2003). Rolling Stone's campaign against gays cer-
tainly seems to fit under the rubric of a death-driven politics (particularly
given that, shortly after it occurred, a prominent Ugandan gay activist
was brutally murdered in his home) (Rice 2011).^ This may tempt us to
accept (3)BradNYC's characterization of proposed legislation in Uganda's
parliament—the so-called Bahati biU, which would extend severe penal-
ties, including death, to offenses ranging from "promoting" homosexual-
ity to the seduction of the innocent—as protogenocidal. Especially within
a media context that often frames contemporary sub-Saharan Africa as a
charnel house of horror, we may see the antigay campaign in Uganda as
joining the long list of what postcolonial African theorist Achille Mbembe
terms the "new and unique forms of social existence in which vast popu-
lations are subjected to conditions of life conferring upon them the sta-
tus of the living dead"(2003,40). Indubitably, queer activism, rights, and
existence in sub-Saharan Africa, as elsewhere, can be a matter of life or
death (see, for instance, Kato 2010). But, insofar as Mbembe's essay is a
call to expand and render more complex our accounts of contemporary-
sovereignty, we might want to use the concept of necropolitics to ques-
tion, rather than ratify, the stereotyped horror that the CNN television
and webcast affirms. In particular, we require an analysis of necropolitics
that accounts for its presence within communicative capitalism, rather
than one that extends stereotypes of a violent Africa. Is the necropoliti-
cal an atavistic force of alterity, outside communicative reason and action,
requiring intervention, pacification, and control? Or is it a figure or fan-
tasy elicited from within the short circuit of discursive confrontation? This
essay shall argue the latter.

Necropolitics can be used to pivot between two lines of critical
thought that differently evoke viral metaphors. The first is that line of
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thought that identifies the tropology of infectiousness and contagion with
racial blackness, exposing the associations between blackness and commu-
nicable diseases such as HIV/AIDS, associations that insinuate that black-
ness is a racialized form of the death drive itself (I am drawing in particular
on the work of Browning 1998). The paradox of this death-bound African
figure—a paradox distilled in the humanitarian West's preferred image of
Africa as an emaciated and starving child—is that it is also a figure of life.
Africa breeds forms of life that are given over to death. Discourses of Africa
as the wellspring of enthusiastic, orgiastic violence link the excitability of
primitive vitality to the unpredictable but catastrophic expenditure of
waste or disposable life. (My thinking on vitalism and race-thinking has
been shaped by the work of Jones 2010.) The contagiousness of African
culture—from the pulsating rhythm of the drums to the frenzy of African
worship—is held to both transfix and horrify the onlooker. Such racial-
ized reason—and the various technologies of segregation, apartheid, and
quarantine that colonial and neocolonial regimes have developed as a con-
sequence—is rarely brought up in the contemporary debate around the
efficacy of remote activism organized under the rubric of human rights.
When it is, it is from the perspective of a postcolordal ressentiment, as
when the homophobic Anglican archbishop of Nigeria, Peter Akinola,
denounces church tolerance of homosexuality as a form of "spiritual slav-
ery" (qtd. in Rubenstein 2010). Such mobihzations of the history of slav-
ery and colonialism by and for a contemporary clerical and state patriarchy
are only further enabled by an unwillingness on the left to confront the
complicity of the humanitarian and human rights impulse in the reproduc-
tion of hegemony over the global South. Such an awareness could com-
plement the equally urgent need to develop alternative "usable pasts" for
African same-sex sexuality (such a deconstructive approach to the myth of
a singularly straight African past is mounted in Epprecht 2008).

This will not be the place to mount a full critique or defense of human
rights, nor to adequately limn the nuanced distinctions between "human
rights" and "humanitarian intervention" as they operate in the field of
international law (Douzinas 2007). Instead, I want to focus on one par-
ticular tactic that emerges out of the rich tradition of human rights and
humanitarian work and rethink its function in the era of what Dean (2009)
calls "communicative capitalism". Dean is among the theorists insisting
most forcefully that we cannot disconnect the democratic and humanist
messages disseminated across networks from the hierarchical and anti-
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humanist infrastructure of capital-intensive information technology that
carries them. Neither, of course, can we simply collapse the message into
the information. It is rather the analytical short circuit produced by these
two layers of analysis—which cannot be resolved but must be preserved
theoretically and politically—that protects against premature foreclosures
Utopian and dystopian (Shirky 2008; Lanier 2010).

As the notion of spreading a tiny "même" of information about
Uganda over SMS and web via Twitter suggests, action alerts are increas-
ingly "going viral." Tbe tradition of the letter-writing campaign (which
dates back to the origins of the modern human rights organizations but
indeed possesses roots in abolitionist humanitarian campaigns of the nine-
teenth century) has taken a new concrete shape as it has shifted onto new
electronic communications platforms. Already there have been several
waves of techno-euphoria around the hberating prospects of Facebook
and Twitter for social movements, particularly in the Middle East, and a
countering techno-realism pointing to the highly increased surveillance
capacities these technologies endow repressive state apparatus (Morozov
2011; Mejias 2010). In terms of the kind of Internet-based progressive
activism pioneered by domestic U.S. organizations like MoveOn.org and
its internationahst counterpart, Avaaz.org, the enthusiastic embrace of the
cascading potential of millions of tiny actions to add up to a wave of signifi-
cant pohtical force has been met with skepticism in some quarters.

In order to address such skepticism, certain questions seem appro-
priate. Among them: what exactly is the relationship, in contemporary
Uganda, between popular homophobia, extralegal violence, and the law?
How does the language of humanitarian intervention ("genocide") clarify
or cloud the issue, when it comes to the human rights of LGBT Ugandans?
What is the nature of the journalist Muhame's influence, if any, relative to
any of these domains? What was his relationship to the "lawmaker" and
"anti-gay measure" of the article to which this interview was attached?
And beyond such questions regarding Muhame are questions about the
interview itself. How does this moral showdown between "the West" and
Africa over human rights give voice to the struggles of queer Ugandans?
What needed background information—for instance about the conflicts
over Uganda's abstinence and monogamy-based programs to fight HIV/
AIDS—is omitted from a decontextualized discussion of the Bahati bill?
To what degree does such media consolidate the discursive construction
of homophobia, in the sovereign eyes of the donor community, as the lat-
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est locus of bad governance in sub-Saharan Africa? Does such a confron-
tation not cast, as Neville Hoad puts it, "African nationalism as a site of
displaced resistance to a perceived encroachment on neocolonial nation-
alism by the forces of globalization" (2007, 77)? And doesn't McKenzie
a bit hastily claim gay rights as a "Western value" when, as Gary Younge
has shrewdly noted, one might much more logically cast gay rights among
the critiques of Western civilization (Younge 2010; see also Abelove 2005,
70-88; 2010,341)?

It is far too easily presumed—especially in the wake of Tunisia and
Egypt—that web 2.0, along with the proliferation of print, radio, and tele-
vision media in the neoliberal, deregulated African communications sec-
tor, is positively affecting long-standing struggles for democracy, human
dignity, and human rights in Africa (Nyong'o 1987). We leap too quickly
to the assumption that information and communications technologies
are extending "peer-to-peer" contact with other people across the globe,
deepening our ability to intervene positively in their lives. The scale and
rapidity of response to subjects in distress seem beyond reproach, and,
lest reproach nonetheless be offered, those organizations that disseminate
action alerts will quickly assert that real activists on the ground demand
them.^ Such pragmatic responses foreclose a more extended critique of
activist praxis and narrow the field of legitimate discussion to single-issue
politics. This has particularly short-sighted consequences for the analysis
of homophobia, insofar as it is often presented, as in the CNN interview, as
an inexplicable excess of violence gratuitously added to the misery already
meted out on Africans by the cruelty of fate. It promotes the view that
African homophobic violence circulates in a "general economy" of waste
and expenditure of life that defies the "political economy" of impoverish-
ment and need within which Africans in the neoliberal global order are
typically consigned (Bataille 1988). Integrating an analysis of "African
homophobia" as an effect of the short circuit within communicative capi-
tahsm avoids this trap of exoticizing evil.

The need for such a nonpragmatic analysis of the effects of single-issue
exposés of "African homophobia" was hterally on display at bookstores and
magazine racks in September 2010, when the U.S. national LGBT magazine
the Advocate ran a (thorough and well-researched) article on the influence
of American evangelicals on antigay campaigns in Uganda and elsewhere
under the inflammatory cover headline "Get Out of Africa." Who exactly
is in Africa here, and what position are they in to get out? The headline is
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FIG. 1 : Cover of The Advocate,

September 2010. Courtesy of

The Advocate/Here Media Inc.
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much more than an obvious play on the classic 1937 colonial romance,
Karen Blixen's Out of Africa. It stages the fantasy of a pink and purple Africa
in need of rescue from a globally ambitious Christian evangehcalism that,
while originating in the United States, is seen as finding particularly fer-
tile conditions where "fervor is so welcome that it threatens to sweep the
entire continent." While the author of the more nuanced article within is
not responsible for the way his research is presented and pubhcized, it is
precisely the visual and semiotic logic of distillation for ease of circulation
that is at issue (Sharlet 2010). As Mary-Jane Rubenstein (2010) notes,
exposés of U.S. evangehcal missionizing in postcolonial African nations
like Uganda neglect to take the long view of Christianity's presence in
Africa. "Taken alone," she argues, "they leave us with the impression that
everything ultimately comes from Western Europe and North America. If
we assert that the bishops of the South are fighting someone else's battle—
that they are defending a gospel that came from the North against a new
sexual ethic that's also coming from the North, by means of a Northern-
style homophobia enforced with Northern cash—then it begins to look as
though nothing is really African, or Asian, or South American at all." This
perplexing dissolution of the African subject is reflected in the ambigu-
ous addressee of that directive "Get out of Africa." Is it a warning to the
potential gay Western tourist to a homophobic African country? Advice
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to imperiled African queers? Or even an imperative to interfering U.S.
Christian evangelicals? This ambiguity doesn't need to cohere into a stable
or singular interpellation, insofar as its primary objective seems to be the
broadcast of ambient affects of worry, alarm, and imperative.

Rubinstein goes on to tease out the complex triangulation of Christi-
anity, tradition, and globalization that is being performed in the Anglican
comumunion (where battles over the ordination of gay clergy have raged
most fiercely), as a corrective to such one-sided views of Africa as overly
susceptible to pernicious "fervor." But such attempts to increase the circu-
lation of expert knowledge can also spur an enlightened self-deception of
the variety "We know very well, but anyway, something must be done," or
"Everyone's heard that critique before, but what are we are going to do in
the meantime?" What spurs such disavowals? Why does global connectiv-
ity not seem to stoke a greater appreciation of the complexity of situations?
(Ironically, the founder of both MoveOn.org and Avaaz.org has written
a new book exposing precisely this phenomenon, which he attributes to
the increasingly self-selective way information and opinion circulates on
the Internet (see Pariser 2011). Does commvmicative capitalism elevate
the transmission of affect over the accomplishment of political objectives,
reducing politics to what Dean calls a fantasy of participation?

I assume here both that fantasies are necessary props to the stable
functioning of reality and that the disrupting of those fantasies is poten-
tially political insofar as it can make that reality run a little less smoothly,
forcing it to account for itself in terms it officially proscribes. The method
of immanent critique I have adopted for this essay entails my traversing
this fantasy of participation, in part by participating in the networks I dis-
cuss and critique. I hesitate, however, to present myself as an objective
researcher into those networks, insofar as the materiality of the phenom-
ena I wish to investigate requires a greater reflexivity. Here, I am persuaded
by Zizek's claim that "materialism is not the direct assertion of my inclu-
sion in objective reality (such an assertion presupposes that my position
of enunciation is that of an external observer who can grasp the whole of
reality): rather, it resides in the reflexive twist by means of which I myself
am included in the picture constituted by me—it is this reflexive short
circuit, this necessary redoubling of myself as standing both outside and
inside my picture, that bears witness to my 'material existence.'" (2006,17)

Correlatively, the short circuit is object, method, and symptom of my
effort to make sense of the declining symbolic efficiency of action alerts
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and other forms of remote "democratic" and "human rights" participation,
and the accompanying increase in certainty that, after all, they must be
doing something. It is the felt sense of urgency, which viral political mes-
saging depends upon, that requires further analysis, insofar as it produces
a subject of global participation, seemingly proximate to, and caring about,
and assisting, queer Africans in dire need.

"We Have Just Days Left"

Let me enter into this discussion of the fantasy of participation through
another story from Uganda. Or, rather, from Facebook. In August of 2010,
a friend posts a hnk to his "wall," which shows up in my "newsfeed," to a
website called Avaaz.org. He has just signed a petition to President Yoweri
Museveni of Uganda, asking him to shelve the Bahati bill, and he urges his
friends to do so as well. David Bahati, member of Parliament from Ndorwa
West, had first introduced the bill in October of 2009. Investigative journal-
ist Jeff Sharlet (author of the Advocate cover story) revealed Bahati's con-
nections to a U.S. fundamentalist organization known as the Family, which
strove to disentangle itself from Bahati's bill once its links to him became
public. Because I had been following this story, I was immediately attracted
to and alarmed by my friend's urgent action alert. I thought the bill had

been shelved months earlier, in May 2010, in part because of such interna-
tional protests as I was now being urged to involve myself in. Worrying that
a new development had occurred, I rushed to the website. There I read:

Gay Ugandans may be sentenced to death if legislation being debated
right now passes.

High level international condemnation has just pushed the President
to send the bill for review, but Ugandan allies say only a worldwide out-
cry could tip Parliamentarians away from discrimination, alarming them
with global isolation.

We have just days left—sign the petition to oppose Uganda's anti-gay
law below and send it on to friends and family and it will be delivered to
Uganda's politicians, donors and embassies around the world, (http://
www.avaaz.org/en/uganda_rights_5/?vl)'*

Here we are given no information about Uganda, not even where in
the world it might be, only that its government is contemplating putting
gays to death. The call seeks to compensate for this absolute minimum
of knowledge provided with a sort of maximum of participation urged.
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envisioning a "worldwide outcry/' expressed through petition signataires,
as the only way to tip the balance in favor of clemency for Ugandan queers.
Although the language of this call was highly indexical—these events are
happening "now," there are only "days" are left to act—no calendar date is
hsted. To my concerned friend, who received the link from another friend,
there was no reason to doubt the sincerity or urgency of the alert. Believ-
ing I knew better, I poked around the site further and eventually reached
another page that brought the story up to date. A list of Avaaz achieve-
ments included this claim:

In an unprecedented show of public opposition to the proposed law that
would sentence gay Ugandans to death, Avaaz worked with church lead-
ers and human rights activists to deliver a 450,000-strong petition to the
Speaker of Uganda's parliament

Parliament had been expected to debate the bill in February 2010
[but] in the face of local and global pressure, formal discussion still
hasn't begun. Some say the bill may be left to die in committee, poten-
tially a quiet but extraordinary victory for human rights. Avaaz contin-
ues to work closely with allies to monitor the bill—and stands ready to
take action once more if it regains momentum, (http://www.avaaz.org/
en/highlights—human-rights.php)

What explains the simultaneity of these messages on the web plat-
form of a single activist site?^ I don't wish to single out a well-meaning,
multi-issue activist organization for undue criticism, simply for faihng to
keep a webpage updated. The dynamic of the story is undoubtedly com-
plex: the Bahati bill has wound an unpredictable way through Uganda's
legislative procedure, periodically appearing to be on the verge of adop-
tion before being semipermanently "shelved" in May 2011 (although its
author vows to reintroduce a new version after elections due in February
2012) ("Uganda's Anti-gay Bill 'Shelved'" 2011). Without unfair criticism,
I do want to point out how the Internet is shaping the communicative
strategy of humanitarian and human rights activism.* Technology theorist
Jaron Lanier (2010) calls these design "lock-ins," structures that become
self-sustaining because of mass adoption and the consequent nigh impos-
sibility of conversion to more optimal systems. Because of one such arbi-
trary structure of the web, for instance, the call to action and the follow-up
reports are on different webpages (in this case not even hyperlinked to each
other). The sharing mechanism of web 2.0 sites like Facebook and Twitter
further isolate individual pages from the sites they originate from, and add
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their own independent commenting and archiving that can perpetuate the
life of the page even if it is updated or removed on the original server.

The rhythmic urgency and delay produced by the series of action alerts
and updates on the Avaaz website can thus not exactly be mapped directly
onto the chronology of the Bahati bill's progression through Uganda's par-
liament. Because of the peculiar temporality of alerting an indefinite num-
ber of people via the Internet, Avaaz activists deliberately composed their
alert to be chronologically ambiguous. Rhetorically, the call combines
temporal urgency with no specific time frame.^ A webpage, instantly acces-
sible globally at low cost, is best left ambiguous, all the better to capture the
marginal utility of the least committed, least informed browser who can be
convinced to chck a button and send an email. The homepage ofAvaaz.org
at any given point in time is a bewildering array of flash points from that
day's or week's media, drawn from all corners of the globe. Encountering
it, one is confronted with the prospect of the Sisyphean task of involving
oneself comprehensively, and with a peculiar kind of indifference, to all
issues equally. But the site appears to work best as a kind of clearinghouse,
where issues work more like nodal entry points, with no attempt to dis-
courage involvement with an exhaustive presentation (or integrated analy-
sis) of world crisis. As Ulises Mejia (2010) notes, such "nodocentrism"
has performative effects on the activism it ostensibly facilitates, shaping
and structuring what can be known and done even as it greatly magnifies
and accelerates the means by which such knowledge and action can occur.
In converting activism into a kind of informatics—the crucial objective is
the count of signatures and the rapidity with which they can be gained and
deployed—a specific kind of discourse is mobilized and, with it, another
short circuit. This raises questions regarding our easy convictions about
the causative role of sheer numbers in swaying decision makers, cast in the
role of masters being confronted with a demand to exchange reasons (a
role I will return to and query in my conclusion).

The deliberate reduction of information in order to ease the threshold
of participation can actually have the effect, I argue, of disorienting the
subject in the process of mobilizing her or him to action. I mean here to
go beyond the quite familiar critique that information on the Internet is
unreliable to note how unrehability and affective intensity can enter into
a negative feedback loop, such that the less rehable information we can
glean, the more we attach ourselves to intensities that seem plausible inso-
far as they conform to imaginary structures. This is what Zizek calls the
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dechne in symbohc efficiency. Jodi Dean comments on the idea in the fol-

lowing passage:

ÍAiek's notion of a decline in symbolic efficiency... highlights our per-
petual uncertainty, our sense that we never really know whether what
we say registers with the other as what we mean as well as our sense that
we are never quite sure what "everybody knows." . . . Imaginary identi-
ties sustained by the promise and provision of enjoyment replace sym-
bolic identities.... Imaginary identities are incapable of establishing a
firm place to stand, a position from which one can make sense of one's
world.... The flip side of the multiplicity of imaginary identities, then,
is the reduction and congealing of identity into massive sites or strange
attractors of affective investment (2009,63-67).

The subject of the urgent action alert, we could hypothesize, is increas-
ingly imaginary, rather than symbohc. That is, she or he is mobilized by a
presymbohc image of threat or lure, one that proliferates independent of
secure symbolically efficient knowledge. Uganda becomes a strange attrac-
tor of imaginary identities gathered around a "world outcry," and Ugandan
queers are framed within an updated version of what Anne McClintock
calls "panoptical time," or "the image of global history consumed—at a
glance—in a single spectacle from a point of privileged invisibihty"( 1995,
37). In this current case, Ugandan LGBT folk are depicted through the
metaphor of the closet, globally and transhistorically construed and,
through that metaphor, placed at a prior point in a historical development
that the West has already progressed through (see, for example, Gettle-
man 2010). As McChntock's stresses, this is above all an optical effect that
produces a fantasy of the other as somehow occupying a different order
of time. Outcry is organized around what might happen or may already
be happening in Uganda, that is, around temporal uncertainty, and we are
urged to invest affect to the extent that we remain uncertain. How could
it possibly hurt, after all, to quickly express our indignation to President
Yoweri Museveni for presiding over plans to execute gays? It's less impor-
tant that we truly understand the situation and beheve in the efficacy of
this action than it is to believe that someone believes in it. We are thus
yoked to our activism through a relation of interpassivity.

The decline of symbolic efficiency presents a challenge to more
empirical approaches to the study of human rights in Africa. The shock of
the "Kill the Gays" bill as a strange attractor of global affect could indeed
be parlayed into a more sustained, deeply historical knowledge of the situ-
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ation in Uganda. Such a sustained ethnographic, historical, and political
engagement would place the recent events in the context of prior con-
troversies, going back to the 1990s, over Uganda's ABC (Abstinence, Be
Faithful, Condoms) HIV/AIDS education strategy. Uganda's approach
was seen as an outlier in the global mainstream, and its efficacy became
the subject of sharp ideological dispute as evangelical groups, among oth-
ers, championed Uganda's "just say no" approach (Hoad 2010). The sexual
regulation of the citizenry had thus been established as the basis of a dis-
placed struggle over sovereignty well before the Bahati bill had been intro-
duced and provides the necessary context for understanding how global
action against it is perceived in Uganda. Once the bill drew international
censure, from the administration of President Barack Obama and other
foreign governments and agencies, it was drawn into the complex diplo-
matic and political calculus of a regime balancing a variety of concerns.
The legal and moral proscriptions against homosexuality were hardly pri-
mary among those concerns, given that Uganda's penal code—derived
from the British colonial era—already punishes homosexuality. Rather
than a question of the symbolic order of the law, as most activism assumed
it to be, homosexuality became a strange attractor for imaginary identities
aggressively competing within the communicative terrain of neohberal-
ism, such as the evangehcal scourge of the gay seducer, and the humani-
tarian angel swooping in to rescue the endangered and helpless African
queer. While such imaginary identities do have real-world effects, their
allure often encourages implausible leaps, such as the miscategorization of
a human rights violation as an imminent humanitarian catastrophe, which
the free-floating circulation of the term "genocide" encouraged.

The patient, retrospective, and time-consuming work of piecing
together the full picture of a situation is precisely what a politics organized
around rapid mobilization militates against, particularly when it is a single
issue. Interminable analysis is disparaged in situations where a decision is
needed. It is certainly the case that activists must act with less than total
information. And furthermore, activism is a performative agency designed
to change a situation, not merely to adequately understand it. But this does
not answer the question of how the decision actually operates under con-
ditions of declining symbolic efficiency. How do we know, in other words,
that the outcry has worked, even if we agree to participate in it? What
chain of causation, exactly, links our participation in the plight of queer
Africa to the eventual decision (or nondecision) to shelve the Bahati bill?
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Who is the master to whom we are addressing our demands, and does a

figure like Giles Muhame speak his discourse?

Participation as a Neoliberal Fantasy

Something tells me to check out the Facebook page oí Rolling Stone and
its editors. That thing, I think, is my memory that what originally got me
active on Facebook was the realization that all my extended cousins, aunts,
and uncles in Kenya and its diaspora were using it. Instantly I am cruising
the pages of Giles Muhame and his colleague Cliff Abenaitwe, recent jour-
nalism graduates of Makerere University, once a jewel of African higher
education that has been decimated, as George Caffentzis has recently writ-
ten, by World Bank structural adjustment pohcies designed to strip-mine
free pubhc higher education and foster in its place a system of paying stu-
dents and entrepreneurial-minded faculties competing for tuitions. The
entrepreneurial, opportunistic, and cynical affective tonality of the Rolling

Stone editors is thus not a symptom of African alterity, but of their subjecti-
vation within the uneven but singular landscape of neoliberaHsm (on cyni-
cism as the affective tonality of the neoliberal multitude, see Virno 2003).

Students exiting the neoliberal African university, Caffentzis writes
are "a displaced, unemployed, increasingly proletarianised, and potentially
revolutionary class of'knowledge workers'" (2010, 35). They are also part
of the Facebook generation, if profiles of Muhame and Abenaitwe are any
indication. Those profiles are indeed incongruous. Abenaitwe, while call-
ing for the death of gays, also describes himself as "a down to earth, caring,
loving, friendly person." Giles Muhame spells out his name in an acrostic:
G is for "generous," I is for "intelligent," L is for "lovin," and so on. Most
intriguingly, for a man interviewed on CNN as agreeing with the view that
homosexuality is an abomination, Muhame hsts himself as "interested in"
both women and men. Another short circuit. Is this person near from me,
or far? Are we speaking the same language, using the same platform, mesh-
ing through the same computer code, or not? In its very imagined proxim-
ity and invitation to link, like, comment, and connect, Facebook enacts the
dissolution of symbohc efliciency into an eddy of imaginary identities that
lack "a position from which one can make sense of one's world." In the place
of such stable positions, we confront waves and oscillations of affect that
buffet us into opportunistic ahgnments. It is not necessarily a contradic-
tion, I am arguing, for Muhame to present himself as a "lovin'" person inter-
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ested in both men and women on Facebook and a dutiful protopatriarch
calhng for the death of gays on CNN. Such cynicism is the emotional tonal-
ity of the multitude under conditions of the decline of symbolic efficiency.

At one level, reading Dean alongside recent controversies over homo-
sexuality in East Africa might be taken for the famihar tactic of showing
how representations of the other actually reveal more about us than about
them. Africa becomes a kind of projection screen upon which the dechne
of participatory democracy, the rise of evangelicalism, and so on, in the
United States, can be mapped. But the power of a symptomatic analysis of
democracy as a neohberal fantasy, I argue, goes beyond this tactic. Rather
than just reflecting Western identity back upon itself, what the short cir-
cuits of communicative capitalism do, under Dean's analysis, is expose the
lack and the split in that Western identity, reveahng how liberal democracy
is not at all identical to itself This, I think, is a much more arresting theo-
retical tactic. Rather than fruitlessly rehearsing the argument of whether
it is just or right to "export" our values or democracy. Dean asks whether
such values and democracy are powerful self-deceptions, things we cannot
give because they are things we do not have.

Dean insists that it is ruinous to take democracy (and I would add,
human rights) as the horizon of left politics, arguing that democracy under
neohberalism has become increasingly separated from the political and
sutured to the economic. That is to say, democratic participation is being
rendered increasingly isomorphic Vidth consumer choice, both because
participation is becoming more passive and, conversely, because consum-
erism is becoming more active and widely available. The productions of
nationally or globally conscious individuals increasingly flow through the
same channels—Skype, Facebook, AT&T, Blogger.com—that any other
lifestyle, interest, purchase, or interpersonal relation takes. A gay activist
in BerUn can post an irate comment on the Facebook page of a homopho-
bic journahst half a world away. Indeed, many of the pictures of "Uganda's
top gays" were scraped from social networking sites like Facebook. All this
furious, contestatory activity, whfle registering to us as pohtical action,
is registering to Facebook, and so forth, as "user-generated content." To
switch to a Deleuzean metaphor, such activist contributions are inscribed
upon the same recording surface of capital as that of all other forms of
postmodern production. They become subject to the logic of accumula-
tion through dispossession.

This logic increasingly subtends all activism—or simply activity—that
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invests in the hope that a neoliberal order contains the resources v«thin
itself to erect a world of greater freedom. But before we can even begin
that project, the moment of accumulation has occurred. Recall the almost
comically literal example of neoliberal globalization in the ad before the
CNN interview. Whoever CNN thinks I am, clearly it is someone whose
interest in international affairs might extend to investing in "free economic
zones" in Korea. Even before I have watched the video, in other words, my
"eyeballs" have been "monetized," in industry jargon. Even before I have
been invited to share in the CNN reporter's gaping astonishment at the
barbaric African other, my participation has already been short-circuited,
its value accrued, and, at one economic level, it doesn't matter whether
what I see is misleading or not, the entire picture or not. Information,
advertisement, and affect are all brought together in what Dean calls "a
knot of hope and despair (2009,75-94).

This is why it's relevant to tell the story through the Twitter feed and
the CNN website. The ideology inheres to the mode of participation, in
this case including the affective labor of (a)BradNYC in posting the link,
and mine to feel impelled to click it. As Dean puts it, "Rhetorics of access,
participation, and democracy work ideologically to secure the techno-
logical infrastructure of neoliberalism" (2009,23). In extending this argu-
ment to a transnational perspective, it is important to keep in mind the
structural unevenness of this infrastructure, pace Thomas Friedman and
his paeans to a "flat" world of global competition. One symptom of the
unevenness of these global effects is the complex way that the biopolitical
and necropolitical affect each other in a way that works against a single
horizon of human rights strategy.

In their insistence on a binarism between an able and ethical world
community and a disabled and corrupt African sovereignty, human rights
interventions reveal their biopolitical basis, that is, their hope to inter-
vene at the level of life. This form of power is attached to the Foucauldian
dynamic of governmentality, which describes the modes of increased sur-
veülance, pastoral care, and subjectifying intervention that the European
state increasingly deployed in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. This
account is contrasted in the work of Mbembe by a necropolitics, in which
the state intervenes less to preserve life than to manifest its power over
death. With his concept of necropohtics, Mbembe points out the specific-
ity of postcolonial struggles over the terms of an African sovereignty char-
acterized by a relatively weak state power, in biopolitical sectors like health
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care, education, sanitation, and civil engineering, in contrast to a rela-
tively stronger sovereignty in areas like the military, paramihtary, pohce,
and communications sectors. Hence the relative indifference of the nec-
ropohtical to life, which is simply "permitted" to live, in contrast to death,
which is carefully organized, industriahzed, and deployed, whether in war,
genocide, or starvation.

When Giles Muhame hotly denies inciting violence in his interview
with CNN, we see the dynamics of bio/necropohtics at work. His denial
seems to reflect less a humanitarian reflex in the face of the consequences
of his rhetoric than it does his negotiation for position within an authori-
tarian state that reserves for itself the deployment of the power to make
death. By participating in a popuhst, pubhc demand for gays to be iden-
tified and hanged, he can appeal to the necropolitical state in terms that
flatter its sovereignty, even if it outrages the international community. But
such a call tips into sedition if it leads to unauthorized extralegal pogroms,
so he must couch his protests against the neohberal immiseration and
normlessness of Uganda in the very language of patriarchy and geron-
tocracy that dominates people of his generation, making gays and lesbi-
ans scapegoats for globalization. Rolling Stone's homophobic aggression
against tbe strange attractor of homosexuality cannot be read as simply lin-
ing up with the patriarchal order of an authoritarian (and nondemocratic)
regime. It is, rather, symptomatic of the new inchoate subjects formed by
neohberal globahzation, which the canny trademark infringement of the
name of their enterprise should telegraph.

Given the disqualification and derogation of the university by neo-
liberahsm, producing the roving and opportunistic "knowledge worker,"
where should the traditionally constituted university discourse intervene?
The structural imbalances of neoliberahsm militate against its dream of
better knowledge supplied by native informants. Indeed, the university
discourse estabhshes a social bond based on its own particular fantasy,
which is of a public sphere founded in the exchange of reasons. What evi-
dence do we have that communicative capitalism is constructing such a
sphere? Activism displaces theoretical reflection in favor of closer knowl-
edge of what is reaUy happening on the ground. But no one is placed in
a position of cognitive privilege with regard to what is really happening
on the ground. Africans themselves lack fluency in the dozens of requisite
languages and colonial histories, or the abihty to navigate the continent's
many borders with the ease of high flying international experts, research-
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ers and do-gooders. A Kenyan colleague sighs as he relates being asked
for his expert commentary on the situation elsewhere in queer Africa, and
clicking on Wikipedia (Macharia 2010). The gay international, especially
in its media projects, seems to long for the return of anthropology's native
informant (Massad 2007). But what if we now only encounter the digitally
native informant? What if everywhere we turn Africans are plugged into
the same circuits of power, knowledge, and enjoyment, albeit from a posi-
tion of radical inequality? How then is the stable binarism of us rescuing
them possibly to be maintained?

From Postcolonial Hybrid to Neoliberal Pervert

If it is foolhardy to enter into the naive attempt to know the African sub-
ject completely, transparently and, as it were, peer to peer, then it might
be past time to revisit a famous, nigh, fabulous, figure—the postcolonial
hybrid—and ask whether such a figure is sufficient to the task of mounting
a political challenge to the present neoliberal order. Homi Bhabha devel-
oped a theory of postcolonial hybridity in The Location of Culture that
is based upon what he identifies as a "time-lag" and "temporal break in
representation" (Bhabha 1994, 274). It is through such time lag, he sug-
gests, that "new and hybrid agencies and articulations" emerge (275). In
colonial and postcolonial contexts, such a hybrid agency might be seen
ia the unexpected fluency of the colonized or formerly colonized in the
terms of the colonial order. But what happens in the neoliberal present
when the compression of time and space voids the possibility of lag? The
postcolonial hybrid occupied a future competence that the colonial order
officially recognized, but temporally delayed (we have all encountered the
astonishment of the Western visitor, impressed that the Ugandan speaks
English 50 well). But now we see the uncanny specter of the supposedly
atavistic African with the Facebook profile, spelling out his own name as
a kooky acrostic like any daydreaming ninth grader from Omaha. Or my
own experience of flying to Nairobi to meet with young Kenyan queers,
only to encounter a room full of computers and cell phones, with one
group of boys huddled around a terminal displaying the Germany-based
website GayRomeo. When time lag is displaced by the short circuit, it is no
longer clear that any position enjoys a perspective from which to perceive
the other as lagging. Panoptic time is perturbed, which does not mean
that it disappears as an effect, just that the dislocation of colonial privilege
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within the symbohc order produces more aggressive imaginary efforts to
resurrect it.

The reduction of agencies and articulations to a single plane of antago-
nistic identities, conducted over an infrastructure of uneven and mihta-
rized neoliberal capitalism, does not produce the liberatory or subversive
postcolonial hybrid. Rather, it gives way to a new figure I call the neoliberal
pervert, invoking not the moralistic language of sexual perversion, but the
analytic deployment of the pervert's discourse as one of several possible
instantiations of the social bond (Feher-Gurewich 2003). The fantasy of
global participation in queer Africa is a manifestation of the pervert's dis-
course, not because homosexuahty is a perversion, but because the opposi-
tion to homosexuality, in navigating the current pohtical field, increasingly
has shifted from the master's discourse—prohibitive and lawlike—to the
pervert's discourse, soliciting enjoyment and disavowal.

For Dean, the classic neohberal pervert was George W. Bush. Although
anti-Bush protesters assumed that Bush, as U.S. president, spoke the mas-
ter's discourse. Dean perceptively notes how Bush's rehance on both jingo-
istic nationalism and fervent evangehcal beUef repeatedly allowed him to
cast himself as an agent of a higher power or mission, rather than a father
issuing denials. He was, of course, famously, the "decider," but the decision
he took was not self-authorized, she argues, but the mechanism through
which he could evade the hysterical protester's demand that he supply rea-
sons and exchange in rational, democratic deliberation. Dean comments,
"Insofar as he is merely the executor [Bush] doesn't speak for himself or
participate in the exchange of reasons. The reasons, or knowledge, already
underpin his decision and are subject to his servicing of them The per-
vert doesn't recognize himself in the address of the hysteric because he is
merely an instrument" (2009,85-6). The neoliberal pervert may resemble
the master insofar as neither participates in the exchange of reasons (and
thus neither responds well to the university discourse founded on such
an exchange). They differ in that the master can be opposed by exposing
the source of his hidden enjoyment, since his authority rests on a certain
shrouding of his authority. The pervert, by contrast, exhibits his enjoy-
ment, and insofar as his is merely an instrument of knowledge, it is not
susceptible to the traditional tactics taken against a prohibitive patriarchal
"no" (for instance, the traditional tactic of exposing the patriarch's hypoc-
risy, or demanding he submit his decision making to rational dehberation).

The distinction might be made clear by contrasting the positions of a
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traditional patriarchal figure like Ugandan president Museveni and a neo-
liberal pervert like Martin Ssempa, one of the most prominent Ugandan
campaigners against condoms, sex outside marriage, and homosexuality
and a key supporter of the Bahati bill. With some quahfication, we could
describe the abstinence/monogamy approach to HIV education (at least,
this seems to describe the way that approach is fantasized by a pro-absti-
nence documentary like Miss HTV of 2008) as partaking of the master's
discourse. Just don't have sex, or have sex only with one's single heterosex-
ual marital partner, and don't demand reasons (which are obvious: father
knows best, and HIV will kill you). As a promulgator of this message,
Museveni seems to function as a traditional master. We see footage of him
speaking in Miss HIV, but are granted interview access only to his wife,
first lady Janet Museveni. In this way, Mr. Museveni is distanced from the
exchange of reasons, and even Mrs. Museveni speaks primarily of further
delegating "the truth" about HIV/AIDS to the church, which aheady has
the role of truth telling in society. So far, a master's discourse appears to be
in operation. But when the function of truth telling is delivered over to the
church, in the figure of pastor Martin Ssempa of the Makerere Community
Church, an important shift occurs.

Appearing in the documentary, Ssempa is a warm, fian-loving person
who, far from appearing anxious to deliver the truth, wants to draw his hear-
ers into a relaxed and confident enjoyment of the superiority of Christian
chastity. He laughingly mocks the hysterical antagonism of pro-sex HIV/
AIDS educators, who are portrayed in the film as furthering an ideology that
began in the promiscuous culture of Western gay men. And he underscores
the youthful, fun-loving, and hip basis of his ministry, as Bob Marley plays
over footage of him dancing with college students at a "Keep Ya Underwear
On" campus party. Where, Ssempa demands, is there a commandment that
says, "Thou shalt not have fun?" No reference is made in the fikn, as Neville
Hoad (2010) notes, to Ssempa's involvement in a condom-burning episode
on that same campus in 2004. And the film was released before a notori-
ous speech Ssempa gave in 2010, in which he attacked homosexuals in the
most virulent of terms and displayed downloaded gay male pornography
to a horrified audience. The apparent contrast between the warm/friendly
and angry/frothing Pastor Ssempa notwithstanding, I want to argue that
both stances show how his discourse is taken up within a perverse social
bond, rather than being the discourse of the patriarch/master.

With 3.5 miUion views on YouTube and climbing, Ssempa's exphcit
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rant against anal sex, fisting, and coprophagy has become a viral hit, inspir-
ing parodies and responses but, as of yet, no lucrative record deal. Uni-
versally known as the "Eat da Poo Poo" video, Ssempa's speech spread so
rapidly because of the cartoonish explicitness with which it claimed to
represent gay male sex. His vivid images and hand gestiures, and frequent
recourse to pornographic computer images, seemed to exemplify the ste-
reotypical sexually repressed homophobe, obsessed with the object of his
anathema. But such a reading would mistake him as a traditional master,
invested in hiding the obscene source of his enjoyment, rather than a per-
vert, obeying a higher power and positioned in relation to the obscenity of
his enjoyment through a logic of disavowal.

This distinction becomes apparent when one considers the attempts
to satirize Ssempa by taking the speech, cutting and looping the most
incendiary phrases, and adding effects like beats, autotune, and funny
graphics. Such satires, at least ostensibly, deflate the incendiary charge of
Ssempa's speech by turning it back on its source. But does this miss the
mark? Dean argues that the pervert "is acting in the service of a cause,
principle, and design of nature that is incommensurate with his wi l l . . . .
This hysterical process produces, but does not depend on, the author-
ity of the master. The pervert doesn't recognize himself in the address of
the hysteric because he is merely an instrument" (2009, 86). This is why,
strictly speaking, parody fails to reveal Ssempa's personal obsessions. They
are rather caught up in the same contagious circuit of enjoyment, within
which Ssempa and his audience can consolidate a horrific, obscene image
of coprophagic homosexuals. The implied critique of looping and mock-
ing Ssempa's infantile phrase "They eat the poo poo" misses the mark
insofar as he carries around his up-to-date Apple laptop to show graphic
pictures of homosexuahty not to titillate or because he is titillated, but in
order to be the instrument of a higher power, and to deploy coprophagy
as a strange attractor for imaginary and aggressive identities. Satirizing his
speech as an example of extreme, ignorant, or atavistic "African homopho-
bia" merely replays the short circuit, rather than contesting it.

And however easy the enjoyment to be derived from laughing at the
frothing, deluded evangelical, under conditions of declining symbolic
efficiency, such mockery is truly politically ambiguous: the first place I
encountered a hip parody of Ssempa's speech was on the Facebook page
of Rolling Stone itself
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Notes

1. Personal Twitter IDs have been changed.

2. The Ugandan gay activist David Kato, whose name, photo, and address were

published in Rolling Stone, was murdered on January 26, 2011. International

condemnation followed the murder, along with calls for a full investigation.

3. When giving this essay as a talk, I often met this objection, as if it would be

a clear refutation of all the concerns I was raising, that nevertheless real Afri-

cans, in real conditions of emergency, had authorized and urged international

petition campaigns. This reflects the individualizing logic both of neoliberal

governmentality and, more specifically, of the "prisoner of conscience" as

prototypical benefactor of international petition campaigning. Methodolog-

ical individualism, however, produces both blindness and insight. It is never

simply the case that a specific African voice, or voices, can authenticate an

international campaign, particularly when such campaigns are calibrated to

hear certain voices or discourses and not attend to others. Gayatri Spivak's

(1988) germinal critique of the discursive privileges of rescuing brown oth-

ers is a needed antidote to such easy convictions that the subaltern speaks

through the international human rights community.

4. I first read these words in August 2010. As of August 18, 2011, as I com-

plete final edits on this article, this page is still active and is the third result

when "avaaz Uganda petition" is searched on Google. The top result for this

search is a new page titled "Uganda's anti-gay bill stopped," now (August 18,

2011) up elsewhere on the Avaaz.org website, at https://secure.avaaz.org/

en/uganda_stop_homophobia_petition/. Curiously, even though the cam-

paign is declared a success, the petition is still actively accepting signatures.

Adelaide from Switzerland just signed it, one hour prior to this writing. And

the original page, which is not linked to the updated page, has yet to be taken

down.

5. As pointed out in note 4, subsequently Avaaz.org has added a third page,

bringing the story up to May 13, 2011. Crediting the petition and calls with

the ultimate shelving of the Bahati bill, this page noted, "Together, we've won

a major fight for equality and justice. Over 1.6 million of us signed the peti-

tion opposing the anti-gay bill, tens of thousands of us called our heads of

state, and we helped make the attack on gay rights in Uganda a major interna-

tional news story—and it worked" (https://secure.avaaz.org/en/uganda_

stop_homophobia_petition/ ).
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6. Again, I conflate humanitarianism and human rights in this essay not because

I fail to register their distinctive regimes within international law, but rather

because activist websites like Avaaz.org connate them in urging petition-

ary action. On any given day, its front page urges its readers to take action

in broadly ranging causes, from the famine in Somalia, to the genocide in

Sudan, to the disappeared in Syria and the arrest of an anticorruption activist

in India.

7. Here we see one way viral activism is diverging from traditional rights cam-

paigning. Such lack of temporal specificity would be highly unlikely in a

traditional mailer or phone call. In order to commit resources to a paper-and-

postal campaign, any activist organization would have had to place its actions

in a clearer chronology. Its call would go out to an established mailing or

call list of committed, possibly dues-paying members. Even collecting signa-

tures door to door or on the street from random individuals would require an

investment of resources that would give focus to the campaign and embed it

in time and space. But leveraging the long tau of Internet activism promotes

new logics of interpellation, in which such chronological and strategic speci-

ficity declines in significance.
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